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Uneeda's new EKASILK PLUS is the most advanced system for sanding curved and profiled surfaces. The EKASILK PLUS 
System is also extremely well suited for flat panels and any other surface which requires hand sanding or finishing.  

EKASILK PLUS sponges are washable and reusable. The hook & loop system is 
specifically designed to be used with EKASAND pneumatic sanding machines. 
EKASILK PLUS sponges yield superior life compared to conventional sheets and discs 
and increase sanding efficiency by up to 50%.  And thanks to foam backing, they adapt 
to any contours, curves, edges, and curved shapes. 

THE MOST ADVANCED SYSTEM FOR SANDING 
CURVED & PROFILED SURFACES

EKASILK PLUS SPONGES

THE EKASILK PLUS SYSTEM

EKASAND machines are very light and have a very low center of gravity which 
greatly increases operator control and minimizes repetitive motion injuries.  
Running at 12,000 RPM with an aluminum housing, the EKASAND machines are 
extremely powerful and durable.

Rubber and foam interface pads are used with both the EKASILK PLUS sponges and 
Uneevel sheets to offer additional flexibility when sanding profiles and raised 
panels.  Our pads are unique in allowing the operator to sand deep into profiles 
while lightly sanding the profile edges to avoid any damages.

Available as paper (EKABLUE) or film (UAOFG) in a wide variety of grits, Uneeda's 
Uneevel sheets complement the EKASILK PLUS sponges to offer a more aggressive 
sanding option when required.

EKASAND PNEUMATIC ORBITAL SANDING MACHINES 

UNEEVEL HOOK & LOOP SHEETS 

INTERFACE PADS

Replaces hand sanding on intricate 
profiles and flat surfaces

Reduces labor costs by up to 50%

Outlasts conventional sheets & discs by 10 to 1 

Optimized for Ekasand machines

5" Disc

6" Disc

3" x 4"

3-2/3" x 7"

5mm / 1/2”

5mm / 1/2”

5mm / 1/2”

5mm / 1/2”

Medium/Fine/Very Fine/Super Fine

Medium/Fine/Very Fine/Super Fine

Medium/Fine/Very Fine/Super Fine

Medium/Fine/Very Fine/Super Fine

Sizes Thickness Grit

PLUS 


